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iAbstract
In many applications, like tracking persons, the position of sensornodes is impor-
tant. This report describes existing research in localization. Using these existing
methods a localization method for ad-hoc sensor networks is presented. Simula-
tion results are discussed and suggestions for implementation are given, including
a simple test implementation.
In veel applicaties, zoals het volgen van mensen, is de positie van sensoren van
groot belang. Dit rapport beschrijft bestaand onderzoek over localizatie. Een op dit
bestaande onderzoek gebaseerde localizatie methode voor ad-hoc sensor netwerken
wordt getoond. Simulatieresultaten worden besproken en suggesties voor een daad-
werkelijke implementatie worden gegeven, inclusief een zeer eenvoudige eerste
implementatie.
ii
Preface
The last few months I have worked on an assignment within the Computer Archi-
tecture Design & Test for Embedded Systems group at the University of Twente.
The assignment was part of the Eyes1 project. As part of the Eyes project localiza-
tion is an important function. Some localization algorithms can be found in existing
literature. Some of these algorithms are very accurate, others are energy efficient,
based on simple calculations or use little sensor information. However, none of
them combine the needed accuracy and meet the constraints given by the sensor
nodes. We try to give an overview of the existing localization algorithms for ad-hoc
sensor networks and using these algorithms develop a new localization algorithm
for the Eyes nodes.
During this assignment I have enjoyed working within the Eyes group at Twente.
Discussions with my fellow students sometimes led to useful new ideas. I would
like to thank them for there suggestions and company these last couple of months. I
would also like to thank my parents, not only for their comments on this document,
but also for their support before and during this assignment.
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Introduction
In this chapter we will describe the EYES-project, as part of which this project
has been conducted. A brief introduction into localization will be given and some
useful applications will be shown. Also some problems with localization will be
discussed.
The rest of this report is organised as follows. We will begin with the explo-
ration of existing research and applications in the field of localization. Also, some
known difficulties will be discussed. Hop-based localization will be discussed in
chapter 3, followed by some algorithms to calculate a position based on distances.
These two topics together provide a basis on which locations can be estimated.
Next, implementation issues regarding the simulation will be addressed and some
examples will be given. These implementations have been tested using OMNeT++,
which will be the topic of chapter 5. Here, also the results of the simulations will
be presented. After simulating the algorithms, an actual implementation has been
tested. This implementation and its results are shown in chapter 6. The last chap-
ter draws some conclusions and gives recommendation ons further development of
localization methods in ad-hoc sensor networks.
1.1 EYES Project
This assignment is part of a three years European research project (IST-2001-
34734) [5][7], on self-organizing and collaborative energy-efficient sensor net-
works. It addresses the convergence of distributed information processing, wireless
communications, and mobile computing.
The vision of ubiquitous computing requires the development of devices and
technologies, which can be pervasive without being intrusive. The basic compo-
nents of such a smart environment will be small nodes with sensing and wireless
communications capabilities, able to organize flexibly into a network for data col-
lection and delivery. Realising such a network presents very significant challenges,
especially at the architectural and protocol/software level. Major steps forward are
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Figure 1.1: Eyes Sensor Node
required in the field of communications protocol, data processing, and application
support.
Although sensor nodes will be equipped with a power supply (battery) and
embedded processor that makes them autonomous and self-aware, their function-
ality and capabilities will be very limited. Therefore, collaboration between nodes
is essential to deliver smart services in a ubiquitous setting. In this project we in-
vestigate new algorithms for networking and distributed collaboration, and evaluate
their feasibility through experimentation. These algorithms will be key for building
self-organizing and collaborative sensor networks that show emergent behaviour
and can operate in a challenging environment where nodes move, fail, and energy
is a scarce resource.
1.2 Goal
The main objective of this project is to design a localization algorithm capable of
accurately estimating a nodes location. Since the Eyes nodes can be used in many
different application areas, accuracy has to be as high as needed for the application
used.
1.3 Localization
Wireless devices in general have no knowledge of their position. Using the network
in which they reside, an estimation of the position can often be made. Figure 1.2
shows sensornode A with unknown position and nodes 1 through 3 with known
positions. Using the distances between the nodes, indicated by lines, node A can
calculate its position. The previous example showed the general idea of localiza-
tion, determining a location based on information from the surroundings. When
determing a location, distances to other known positions have to be known, in the
example all distances from A to 1 through 3 are known. Using standard geometry,
the location of A can now be determined. The localization process can be split into
two phases, the first produces a rough estimate of the location, while the second
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optimizes this estimate. Some methods settle for just a rough estimate and discard
the second phase.
Figure 1.2: General idea of localization
The performance of localization algorithms is determined by two factors, these
are accuracy and precision [8]. The difference of the two can best be illustrated by
the following example. A Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver can estimate
its location within 10 meters of its true position for approximately 95 percent of
the measurements. The distance, here 10 meters, is called accuracy, or grain size.
The percentage is called precision, or how often we can expect to get that accuracy.
1.4 Requirements
The localization algorithm has to work on sensor nodes, used within the Eyes net-
work. Since there are no servers within the Eyes network, all calculates have to
be carried out by the sensornodes. Estimating the position has to be done in a dis-
tributed fashion.
The sensor nodes are powered by batteries, which have to have a life ex-
pectancy of about 2-3 years. Power consumption will have to be minimized. The
Eyes sensornodes are, among other things, equipped with the following:
• Texas Instruments MSP430F149 (16-bit RISC processor)
• Radio transceiver
• 2 Kb RAM
• 60 Kb Flash memory
Data-usage will have to be kept to a minimum, especially frequently changing
data, since RAM is scarce. Larger semi-static datastructures can be stored in flash
memory.
Although there are plans to add more sensors to the nodes, no other additional
sensors are available yet. In this document we will focus on Radio Frequency (RF)-
based localization.
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1.5 Applications
In application with sensornodes time, location and identity are of importance.
Nodes are distributed through an evironment. When information reaches a point
where something can be done with the information, the time of the reading, the
location of the reading and the identity of the node needs to be available before any
action can be taken.
Tiny nodes being aware of their position can prove highly useful in several
different kinds of fields. Because the nodes are cheap, the military can use nodes
like these to distribute in enemy territory. Equipped with different kinds of sensors,
the nodes can map the environment and send information back directly.
Another possible application of these sensornodes equipped with heat-sensors
can be found in the fire department. A network of sensornodes can be placed in a
building, or a forest. The heat-sensors on the nodes measure the temperature of the
environment. Once a certain temperature has been reached, the sensornode sends a
message through the network, alarming the fire department. Using the location of
the sensornode, the firefighters know were the fire started.
Accuracy of the provided location information does not need to be the same for
every application. If nodes are used to track persons, the system has to be able to
point to parts of a room. Nodes used in routeplanning with cars need to be accurate
on street level.
2
State of the Art
Determining the location of a node can be done using several different methods.
Depending on requirements and available resources, or whether the node is indoors
or outdoors, the number of neighbours, the number of beacons, different kinds
of methods are to be preferred. A lot of research has been done in the field of
localization. A well-known example of determining a location is GPS, of which an
overview is given in [1].
This chapter gives an overview of existing research on different aspects of lo-
calization. First of all the localization algorithm itself will be discussed. In most
cases distances to other nodes are used to calculate a location and this will be the
subject of section 2.2. We conclude this chapter with an overview of existing ap-
plications of localization.
2.1 Localization algorithms
Localization algorithms calculate the position of a node based on information about
the environment, like distances to other nodes, orientation of a node, etc. The local-
ization algorithm can therefore be divided into several different algorithms itself,
determining distances and calculating the position. The first kind of algorithms will
be referred to as localization algorithms, while the second are called positioning.
Depending on the kind of information available some algorithms are more suitable
than others.
Perhaps one of the most widely known localization algorithms, is the Euclidian
propagation method as described in [4]. This algorithm uses the distance to at least
three other nodes, of which the locations are known. Through triangulation the
position of the current node can then be calculated. The three reference nodes can
not be collinear1, because this would not result in a unique position2. The Euclidian
1being on a straight line
2see also chapter 4
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propagation method is a method using triangulation to calculate the position of
one, or more, nodes. Many other triangulation methods exist. An overview and
experimental comparison of some of those methods is given in [12]. The algorithms
are divided into five basic kinds, of which the worst-case performance is analyzed.
The strongest overall algorithm is also the most resistant to bad data and runs in
O(n log n) expected time.
A method working from an initial estimate toward a more accurate position, is
a method called Iterative Quality-based Localization (IQL) [15]. Besides a loca-
tion, a node also has a σ-factor, indicating the reliability of its calculated location.
First a location of the nodes is estimated, using the Assumption Based Coordi-
nates (ABC) algorithm as given by [3]. This estimate is refined using a Weighed
Least Squares (WLS) algorithm. Each range measurement is assigned a standard
deviation σ indicating the precision of the range measurement. Next, a direction
vector di to node i is calculated using the measured ranges and the initial position
estimation. Weigth factor wi for each measurement is calculated as
√
σ2i + σ
2
node
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Adding this improvement matrix to the current position estimation provides a new
estimation. The above procedure is repeated until the improvement matrix is smaller
than a certain value.
The Euclidian propagation method and all other triangulation methods assume
distances to other nodes are known, or can be obtained. Sometimes this is not the
case and as a result, the Euclidian method can not be used. An algorithm that does
not directly rely on distances to other nodes is called DV-hop [4] [11]. Instead,
the position of beacons is propagated thoughout the network. When a beacon re-
ceives the position of other beacons it can measure the number of hops taken and
the average distance per hop. This calculated average, called hopsize, is also propa-
gated. Whenever a node needs to know its location it can calculate this by means of
triangulation, using at least three beacons and their accompanying hopcounts and
hopsizes as distance. An example of this algorithm is given in figure 2.1. Beacon i
will calculate an average distance3 of ci =
√∑
(Xi−Xj)2+(Yi−Yj)2∑
hi
, i 6= j , for all
beacons j
Here,
∑
hi is the hopcount from beacon i to every other beacon j. So, for beacon
1 we would get c1 = 7.2+7.7+4.43+4+2 = 2.14
3also referred to as correction
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Figure 2.1: Example of DV-hop
d(x, y) 1 2 3 4 hops 1 2 3 4
1 - - - - 1 - - - -
2 7.2 - - - 2 3 - - -
3 7.7 6,5 - - 3 4 3 - -
4 4,4 11,6 8,5 - 4 2 4 4 -
Table 2.1: Distances between beacons and connection in number of hops
In figure 2.1 left, the paths taken from one beacon to another are given by dot-
ted lines. On the right, the paths taken from node A to all beacons is given by solid
lines. Table 2.1 shows the direct distances between all beacons and the correspond-
ing minimum number of hops necessary for two beacons to communicate. Table
2.2 gives all ci for our example.
If node A received corrections from all beacons and calculates its distances to
the beacons, it will find:
d(1, A) = 2 · 2.14 = 4.28
d(2, A) = 2 · 2.81 = 5.62
d(3, A) = 5 · 2.06 = 10.30
c1: 2.14
c2: 2.81
c3: 2.06
c4: 2.45
Table 2.2: Corrections used by DV-hop
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d(4, A) = 4 · 2.45 = 9.8
The real distances of node A to all four beacons is depicted in table 2.3. As can
be seen from the table, most of the real distances are shorter than the estimated
ones. This is caused by the fact that detours are taken, in other words, the nodes
transferring messages from A to 1 through 4 are not on a straight line between A
and the beacons.
Beacon 1 2 3 4
Distance 5.76 3.96 9.39 10.78
Table 2.3: Distances from node A to all beacons
This method is ideal when distance information is not available, or is hard to
obtain, however it is only reliable when used in an isotropic network, where all
distances between nodes are almost equal, only then distances calculated using the
correction approximate the real distance. After applying the DV-hop algorithm,
distances from node A to node B are known. Real locations can now be calculated
using one of the triangulation methods. A method related to DV-hop is DV-distance
[4], here instead of the hopcount, actual distances are propagated. This method
can therefore also be used in networks that are not isotropic, but as we will see
accurately measuring distances is difficult, resulting in unpredictable positions.
2.2 Distances
As seen in the previous section, distances are always necessary to determine a po-
sition. Sometimes, these distances can be estimated like in the DV-hop algorithm.
On other occasions a real distance between beacons has to be measured. Distance
measurement is a well-researched subject. Using signal strength, time of flight,
ultrasound, or other means, distances can be obtained.
Although the RF receiving signal strength theoretically determines exactly the
distance between sender and receiver, indoor usage of this method has to take into
account walls and other objects between sender and reveiver. Also reflection of
signals causes deviations in these readings. A location-based system, developed at
MIT called Cricket [10], was initially planned only to be RF-based. The system had
to provide location information at the granularity of a room, or preferably parts of
a room. Experiments showed indoor RF propagation deviated from mathematical
models. According to these models, radiosignals should degradate according to:
4·pi ·r2, with r the travelled distance. This doesn’t apply when used indoor, because
of interference, walls, doors and other objects. In Cricket ultrasound was added to
approximate the location of sensors. This greatly improved the accuracy of the
algorithm.
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2.3 Applications
A lot of existing applications depend on location-information, in other projects
the sole purpose of the device is to provide its location. Probably the best known
application of localization is GPS [1]. However, because GPS only provides infor-
mation when used outdoor, we will only summarize its properties. GPS consists
of 21 active and 3 spare satellites. These satellites are orbiting the earth in such a
manner that any GPS receiver on the ground always receives signals from at least
4 satellites. Using triangulation a GPS receiver can calculate its current position.
One of the first applications of indoor location-information systems is Ac-
tive Badge [14] [8]. This system tracks persons, wearing a device called an active
badge. This badge, like a normal badge shows the name of the person wearing the
device, but also sends out information enabling the central system to track this per-
son. This information consists of an infrared signal, because of the use of infrared
the system has difficulty working in direct sunlight and fluorescent lighting. An-
other tracking system called Active Bat made use of ultrasound time-of-flight. This
system proved more accurate. A request for location information sent by the con-
troller through short-range radio was followed by an ultrasonic pulse to reveivers
located at the ceiling of the room. At the same time the controller sent the request,
it also sent a synchronization pulse to the ceiling-receivers. Using the time interval
from synchronization to ultrasound pulse, the distance of the person wearing the
Active Bat can be determined.
Both Active Badge and Bat systems were specifically designed for the pur-
pose of location estimation. Another project [6], from the University of California
used only already available components. There were some central units, process-
ing location information. These units were regular personal computers. Connected
through a serial line were several Pocket PCs, which in turn communite through
radio with the devices that want to estimate their location. These devices are called
Commercial of the Shelf (COTS)-Motes.
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3
HOP-based Localization
In this chapter we will show a hop-based localization algorithm with several re-
finements compared to the DV-hop method discussed in section 2.1. First we will
modify the algorithm to send less messages and taking the hop-distance between
beacons into account when calculating the average hop-size. The second section
will discuss a different approach to distance measurements by adjusting the send-
ing strength. There are several ways in which the sending strength can be used to
estimate distances, section 3.2 discusses three of them. The IQL algorithm, pro-
posed by Bach et.al. [15] can be combined with DV-hop and this will be the topic
of the next section. In the last section we will compare the results of the algorithms.
3.1 Maximum-hop
In a fully connected network, every beacon will eventually have all information
about all other beacons. Every received messages will trigger recalculation of the
average hopsize, which will then be propagated through the network. Assuming
a large network with hundreds of nodes and dozens of beacons, this will cause a
lot of messages to be sent through the network. The positive effect on the distance
estimations of all those beacons will probably be small. It is likely, distant beacons
will have a smaller effect on the true average distance than closer ones. Maximum-
hop therefor only propagates messages with a hopcount lower than a certain n. If
the hopcount is n, the information contained in the message will be used, but the
algorithm doesn’t forward the message. This will cause messages to die after n
hops.
As a consequence, average distances calculated by beacons will only be valid
locally. However, this doesn’t pose a problem, since the propagation of hopsizes
will also be discarded after n hops. As a result, from the algorithms point of view,
the network will be divided into several smaller, overlapping networks. An example
can be found in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: DV-Hop with maximum hopcount
3.2 Sending Strength Algorithms
The radiotransceiver on the Eyes sensornodes is capable of setting the sending sig-
nal strength. This feature can be used to estimate distances to other nodes. Al-
though the following algorithms are not purely hop-based, the receiving signal
strength isn’t used to estimate distances between nodes. This section will cover
three Sending Strength algorithms: Random Strength, Decreasing Strength and
Variable Strength.
Figure 3.2: Distance estimation using layers
All sending strength algorithms use the same principle, surrounding nodes are
placed in layers. These layers are based on the minimal strength used to reach
the node, see also figure 3.2. The red node divided its surroundings into layers
and found five neigbouring nodes. Two nodes in the third layer, one node in the
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fourth layer and two nodes in the fifth layer. Another node, indicated as yellow,
also divided its neighbours into layers. One of the nodes in the fifth layer of the red
node is also part of the neighbourhood of the yellow node.
Random Strengths
One way in which the sending signal strength can be used to estimate the distance
between two nodes, is by sending a message with a random signal strength. Each
node receiving a message, replies with the maximum sending strength. Node A, the
node which initially sent the message with random strength, knows the maximum
layer in which the receiving node, node B, is located. The reply will also ensure
unreached nodes to build a local map, with all neighbouring nodes in the outer
layer.
Of course, this method only provides a very rough estimate of the topology. The
result of this method can therefore be used as starting point for other (refinement)
methods. We could also enhance this method, by allowing new messages with dif-
ferent, random strengths. These random strengths however, should be smaller than
previous ones, because the topology is already known and the purpose of these new
messages is to refine the estimated location.
Decreasing Strength
The random strength method has some disadvantages, especially when the ran-
dom strengths are far apart. Margins with this method are large. To overcome this
problem in de decreasing strength method, we start with the maximum strength.
This provides us with the local map after one iteration. Every iteration the send-
ing strength is decreased by a certain value, or percentage δ until a predetermined
threshold is reached, or none of the neighbouring nodes returns an acknowledge-
ment.
Variable Strength
For decreasing strength to be accurate δ has to be relatively small, increasing the
number of messages necessary for the estimation to converge to the final estimate.
By using a method similar to the quick-sort algorithm, this final estimate can be
reached sooner, although this is no centainty. Variable strength requires more data
to be maintained per node. Not only the last, minimal sending strength for which a
node could be reached has to be stored, but also the maximal sending strength for
which the node could not be reached. When these two strengths differ one layer,
the distance to this node has been found. At most there would have to be as many
messages as in the decreasing strength method.
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3.3 DV-hop and IQL
The number of messages used to initialize the IQL method is very large. Within
the Eyes project our goal is to minimize power consumption, maximizing the life
of the battery used. The radiotransceiver on the sensornodes is the main source
of the powerconsumption. Minimizing the number of messages should therefore
be one of the goals of the final localization algorithm. By substituting the original
initialization phase of IQL with the result of the DV-Hop algorithm the number of
sent messages is greatly reduced.
3.4 Comparison of hop-based algorithms
Although both DV-HOP and Layer-based algorithms do not provide high accuracy,
there are differences in performance between both methods. In this section we
assume messages are always correctly sent and received. We furthermore assume
all messages are omnicast messages, so all neighbouring nodes will receive this
message if they are within range.
With DV-HOP the number of messages sent per node, depends directly on, and
only on the number of beacons within the network. The number of regular nodes is
irrelevant for the number of messages. With any layer-based method however, the
number of messages per node depends on the number of levels of signal strength
we can use and on the density of the nodes. If nodes are close to each other, more
acknowledgements will have to be sent than when they all reside in each others
outer layers.
If reasonably accurate distance measurements are available, IQL can provide
accurate positioning estimations, however these measurements can not be obtained
at present. Moreover, the number of messages sent by the algorithm, especially for
the initial phase is enormous, making this method energy expensive. Replacing the
initial ABC algorithm with DV-HOP feeds the WLS algorithm in the refinement
phase with readings which are too inaccurate to be corrected and as a result this
new IQL variant has both the disadvantages of being inaccurate and producing a
large amount of messages.
4
Positioning
The ultimate goal in localization is having the exact coordinates of a sensornode. So
far, we only measured, or estimated distances between nodes. Deriving coordinates
from distance information, which we will call positioning, can be done in several
ways. The most accurate methods are triangulation and lateration and will be the
topic of the next two sections. The third, less accurate but faster method, is called
the min-max method.
Although positioning takes place in a 3D environment, we will demonstrate the
algorithms using 2D calculations. Whenever rectangles are being used, in 3D these
have to be replaced by boxes, as circles have to be replaced by spheres.
4.1 Triangulation
One of the best-known methods to find a position, is triangulation. Using known
angles, the position of a node can be found. In figure 4.1 the positions of nodes A
en B are known. The shape of ∆ABC is determined by two angles, for example α
and β. Because positions A and B are known, AB can be calculated. Also the size
of the triangle is fixed and the position of C is known.
Figure 4.1: Example of triangulation
Triangulation can be used if the Angle of Arrival (AOA) is available. The ra-
diotransceiver on the Eyes node noes not provide this information. Furtermore, an
accurate estimation of the distance between A and B has to be available in order to
construct the triangle.
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4.2 Lateration
Figure 4.2: Example of lateration
Once the distances to at least three nodes are known, the location of the cur-
rent node can be accurately calculated. In figure 4.2 this situation is depicted, the
current node, which is not shown, measured the distance to nodes A through C.
Drawing the circles with midpoints being nodes A through C and the radius be-
ing the measured distance, the current node has to be at the intersection point of
all three circles. What happens if the three nodes are collinear? As you can see in
figure 4.3 there are two intersection points and therefore the location of the cur-
rent node can not be determined. For lateration to work, we need at least three
non-collinear nodes.
Figure 4.3: Collinear nodes
4.3 Min-Max Method
As stated earlier, accurate distance measurements are hard to determine. Both
the triangulation and the lateration methods rely on these accurate measurements.
Changing a measurement even a little causes the calculated position to change
enormously. Another drawback of the lateration method are the large calculations
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involved and the iterations used. Lateration therefore is relatively energy consum-
ing and the data needed might not fit.
Figure 4.4: Example of the Min-Max method
A simplified method to determine a position based on known distances and
locations of other nodes, is called the min-max method. This method looks a lot
like lateration, but instead of circles, uses rectangles to define the distance to a
node. Using the situation from figure 4.2, we try to find the position of the current
node using min-max. First we draw the bounding boxes of all circles, see figure 4.4.
The overlapping parts of all rectangles is the area in which the current node resides.
Because we don’t know where in the box the node is placed, we take the midpoint
of the rectangle as the final position. Figure 4.5 shows this position, indicated by a
purple dot, as well as the true position, indicated by a black dot. The overlapping
rectangle in this figure is gray.
Figure 4.5: Endresult of the Min-Max method
The advantage of min-max over lateration is that we can even estimate a nodes
position when only two other nodes with their positions and distances are known.
With just one known node and distance the algorithm will work, but the resulting
position will be equal to position of the known node. Another advantage is the
simplicity of the algorithm, because we only need to calculate rectangles simply
additions and substractions suffice.
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Refining positions
While with lateration, the node is always on the circle, with min-max the node is
not necessarilly on the rectangle. However, the node will be near the rectangle and
not near the center. Besides a bounding box, we therefore also introduce an inner
box, in which we know the node will not be. This situation is depicted in figure
4.6. The area in which the node can be is reduced by more than 50 percent.
Figure 4.6: Refinement of the Min-Max method
4.4 Comparison
The first two algorithms discussed in this chapter, triangulation and lateration, can
provide precise location information. The calculations of those algorithms how-
ever, depend on precise distance measurements. If these measurements are off by
even a little, the calculated position can be very different from the real position.
When to use either triangulation or lateration depends on the information avail-
able. If distances to at least three nodes are available, lateration can provide a lo-
cation. If on the other hand at least two angles and one distance is known, triangu-
lation is needed. While in ideal circumstances, like simulations, the previous data
can be obtained, in practice this information is inaccurate at best, or even absent.
In this case, the min-max method can still provide us with a fair estimate of the po-
sition. Calculations involved in min-max are very easy, whereas calculations with
triangulation and lateration are more complex.
5
Simulation
In this chapter we present simulation results of the tested algorithms. First we will
describe the simulation environment, called OMNeT++ [13], the Eyes network
template and the simulation implementations of the individual methods. Since the
sensornodes used in the Eyes network do not provide AOA-information, triangula-
tion is not implemented.
5.1 Simulation environment
For simulation of the Eyes network we use the OMNeT++ simulator. OMNeT++ is
a discrete event simulation tool, mostly used to simulate (computer)networks. Us-
ing OMNeT++ we can simulate a sensor network and the communication involved
in our algorithm. At present, a template for the overall Eyes network is available,
but still under construction. Figure 5.1 shows the layout of the sensornode. Each
block is associated with a different component. The number of network layers can
be specified and named during installation of the template. The algorithm is imple-
mented as application, using underlying components to communicate with other
nodes.
A typical application consists of the following parts:
• initialization
• activity
• message handling
• finish
These parts are implemented as methods in C++. The initialization is executed
before the simulation is started. Starting the simulation will cause the activity
method to be executed, giving each node a time slice to perform some actions.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of a sensornode
When either the maximum CPU or simulation time has been reached, or when the
user chooses to end the simulation, the finish method is called.
OMNet++ provides two ways to store simulation information. The first method
is by writing to a vectorfile. With this vectorfile changing information can be mon-
itored and after simulation be displayed as graphs. Information that needs to be
recorded only once is often recorded at the end of the simulation in the finish
method. This kind of information can be stored by writing to a scalarfile.
5.2 Implementation of Methods
The algorithms discussed in chapters 3 and 4 have been implemented using a sim-
ulator. Implementational issues of those algorithms for both these simulations and
the final Eyes nodes are the topics of section.
Basic set
All algorithms need at least a basic set of datastructures, these are coordinates of
other nodes, usually beacons and distances to these nodes. Since all data is about
nodes, the logical implementation would be to have a structure containing node
information, or in pseudocode:
Node = record
i d : i n t e g e r ;
c o o r d i n a t e : P o i n t ;
d i s t a n c e : r e a l ;
end ;
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DV-HOP Method
The DV-HOP method starts with the beacons propagating their own position. All
receiving nodes broadcast this information, except when they have already for-
warded this data once. Each message also has a hopcount supplying all receiving
nodes with the distance in hops to the sending beacon. If the hopdistance to a bea-
con is already known, the minimum of the new and old value is taken. All nodes
define a datastructure:
b e a c o n i n f o : array [ 0 . .MAX] of Node ;
to store information received from surrounding beacons. Furthermore, we de-
fine some routines to update beaconinformation and estimating the location, based
on the available beaconinformation:
u p d a t e B e a c o n I n f o r m a t i o n
c a l c u l a t e A v e r a g e
The send(..) routine resends a message, increasing the hopcount by one. The total
pseudocode of DV-HOP is given in listing 5.1.
i f ISBEACON then
s e n d L o c a t i o n ;
whi le ( Locat ion Unknown ) do
begin
message = Rece iveMessage ;
case messageKind of
l o c a t i o n : begin
u p d a t e B e a c o n I n f o r m a t i o n ;
i f b e a c o n I n f o r m a t i o n changed then
begin
send ( message ) ;
i f ISBEACON then
begin
c a l c u l a t e A v e r a g e ;
sendAverage ;
end ;
end ;
a v e r a g e : begin
u p d a t e B e a c o n I n f o r m a t i o n ;
i f b e a c o n I n f o r m a t i o n changed then
send ( message ) ;
e s t i m a t e L o c a t i o n ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
Listing 5.1: DV-HOP method pseudocode
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As can be seen in the pseudocode, the number of messages depends directly on the
number of beacons in the network and of course on connectivity. If the number of
beacons in a fully connected network is β then each regular node will propagate β2
messages, while beacons send 1 message less. The total number of messages sent is
n ·β2−β, with n the total number of nodes. The number of received messages per
node depends on connectivity. In our implementation we wait for beacons to send
their average hopsizes until all other beacon information is available. This reduces
the number of messages for dv-hop enormously. Regular nodes on the average
receive 2 messages from each beacon, making a total of 2 ·β of messages per node.
In reality in most of the cases the number of beacons is unknown and so at best a
certain period can be spent waiting until the hopsize is propagated.
Calculations involved depend on the sort of node, beacons have to calculate
distances based on points, regular nodes only have to multiply received averages
with known hopcounts. Calculations needed to estimate the location depend on the
algorithm used and will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Sending Strength Method
The sending strength method stores information about all neighbouring nodes, but
no specific beaconinformation. Instead of a hopcount, a minimal signal strength to
reach this neighbour, is stored. The number of messages depends on the density of
the nodes. If nodes are closer, more messages will be needed to estimate the dis-
tance. The factor used to decrease the signal strength is called DF and the threshold
is ST. If µ is the maximum signal strength and assuming a step of 1 is minimal the
worst case causes µ−STDF + (n · µ−STDF ) + (2) messages to be sent. Pseudocode of
this method is given in listing 5.2.
C u r r e n t S t r e n g t h = MAXSTRENGTH;
s e n d S t r e n g t h ;
whi le ( C u r r e n t S t r e n g t h > ST ) and ( Neighbour Unknown ) do
begin
message = r e c e i v e M e s s a g e ;
case messageKind of
s t r e n g t h : begin
u p d a t e N e i g h b o u r I n f o r m a t i o n ;
sendRep ly ;
end ;
r e p l y : begin
u p d a t e N e i g h b o u r I n f o r m a t i o n ;
C u r r e n t S t r e n g t h = C u r r e n t S t r e n g t h − DF ;
s e n d S t r e n g t h ;
e s t i m a t e L o c a t i o n ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
e s t i m a t e L o c a t i o n ;
Listing 5.2: Sending Strength method pseudocode
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Calculations involved for the sending strength method do not depend on the
sort of node. The only calculations needed are multiplications to get an estimate of
the distance from used signal strengths. As is the case with DV-HOP, calculations
involved with the final location estimation depend on the algorithm used. Note that
min-max and lateration do not need any messages to be sent.
Lateration
The lateration method can be implemented using a WLS algorithm [9][15]. This
algorithm estimates the real distance to neighbouring nodes, based on the readings
from the previous phase, for example DV-HOP or Sending Strength. Assume in
figure 5.2 on the horizontal axis the receiving strength is given and on the vertical
axis the real distance is given. The dots indicate the estimated distances, whereas
the line represents the true distances. Using a WLS algorithm this line can be ap-
proximated, providing the node with a better estimation of the distances between
nodes. By iteratively applying this algorithm while obtaining new distances this
method is equal to the refinement phase of the IQL algorithm mentioned in section
2.1.
Figure 5.2: WLS example
Min-Max Method
While Lateration needs a large amount of data, min-max just needs the positions of
neighbouring nodes and their distance. The algorithm calculates the largest com-
mon rectangle and as a result returns the center. Pseudocode of min-max is given in
listing 5.3. Instead of neighbours, other nodes with known positions and distances
can be used as input.
u p p e r r i g h t = n e i g h b o u r s [ 1 ] . p o s i t i o n + n e i g h b o u r s [ 1 ] . d i s t a n c e ;
l o w e r l e f t = n e i g h b o u r s [ 1 ] . p o s i t i o n − n e i g h b o u r s [ 1 ] . d i s t a n c e ;
f o r i = 2 to # n e i g h b o u r s do
begin
u p p e r r i g h t = min ( u p p e r r i g h t , n e i g h b o u r s [ i ] . p o s i t i o n
+ n e i g h b o u r s [ i ] . d i s t a n c e ) ;
l o w e r l e f t = max ( l o w e r l e f t , n e i g h b o u r s [ i ] . p o s i t i o n
− n e i g h b o u r s [ i ] . d i s t a n c e ) ;
end ;
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r e s u l t = ( u p p e r r i g h t + l o w e r l e f t ) / 2 ;
Listing 5.3: Min-Max method pseudocode
As can be seen from the code, min-max only uses already available information
and needs two temporary variables. However, if the data of the first node, neigh-
bours[1], is wrong then the first formed rectangle in reality does not contain the
node, but since this rectangle is used as a base the final estimate has a large error.
We therefore first sort the neighbours on proximity and accuracy before applying
min-max.
5.3 Communication
Due to the limited lifetime of the batteries used in the Eyes node and the fact that
communication is the most costly activity possible on the Eyes node, communica-
tion should be minimized. For each algorithm we recorded the number of sent and
received messages needed to get the final estimate. We simulated networks with
20, 50 and 100 sensornodes.
Algorithm Messages
DV-HOP n · β2 − β
Sending Strength µ−STDF + (n · µ−STDF ) + (2)
β is the number of beacons
µ is the maximum signal strength
n is the number of nodes
DF is the decrease factor
Table 5.1: Messages sent per algorithm
The results of our experiments are shown in figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
Figure 5.3: Influence of beacon formation on number of messages
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Figure 5.4: Influence of number of beacons on number of messages
Figure 5.5: Influence of signal strength on number of messages
Figure 5.6: Influence of node density on number of messages
Influence of Formation
From figure 5.3 it can be concluded that beacon formation plays no role in the num-
ber of sent or received messages. Variations in the number of messages between
networks with different formations are small and can easily be attributed to local
node densities. It could be possible that because of a certain placement of beacons
some networks are better connected than others, therefore needing less messages
to estimate a position. If we also take into account figure 5.4 this assumption is
confirmed. Here adding more beacons to the network, and thus better connecting
all nodes increases the number of messages.
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Influence of Number of Beacons
Influence on communication is very different for dv-hop compared to the send-
ing strength method. With the first algorithm, beacons initiate communication and
therefore an increase in communication can be expected. Between one fully regular
formation and another1 we can see a small decrease in communication. This can
be explained by the fact that a newly introduced beacon replaces a regular node.
Beacons send one message less than regular nodes and as a result the number of
messages decreases. When the next fully regular formation is formed, the network
is better connected and messages from more beacons are received by more regular
nodes. This causes the number of messages to increase.
With sending strength adding a beacon to the network in fact means having
one more node not needing to estimate its position. But this beacon does respond
to requests from other beacons, which causes the decrease in communication to be
small.
Figure 5.7: Influence of signal strength on number of messages
Influence of Signal Strength
Increasing the signal strength increases the number of direct neighbours of a node.
Both dv-hop and sending strength methods use omnicast messages for communi-
cation and as a result, the number of received messages increases as the signal
strength increases. With dv-hop, if a node receives information it already pos-
sesses, this information is not forwarded, hereby minimizing the number of mes-
sages. Nodes using the signal strength method all sent a fixed number of messages
according to the way in which their neighbours are positioned. The number of
received messages per node increases enormously when the signal strength is in-
creased. Figure 5.5 shows the increase in messages for both algorithms, but for the
sending strength algorithm from a signal strength of 200 and above this number is
unavailable. The simulation environment used is unable to handle this number of
messages. To show the increase in received messages we also simulated a network
1A formation is fully regular when
√
β is an integer and thus all beacons participate in the for-
mation.
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with just 50 nodes, all other properties remained the same. Results of these simu-
lations are shown in figure 5.7. This figure shows the trend in our original setting
can be continued, resulting in large amount of messages.
Influence of Node Density
The number of messages sent within a network which uses dv-hop to estimate po-
sitions should, according to the formula given earlier this section, be uninfluenced
by the density of the nodes. Although this is true, node density along with a fixed
signal strength, causes the network to break up into several networks when den-
sity is low, signal strength small and nodes placed far apart. Each of these new
networks have to be considered separately with regards to communication. Fig-
ure 5.6 shows an incline in number of messages, because the network is enlarged
by increasing node density, thus introducing more beacons into the network. The
number of messages per node is directly related to the number of beacons present
in the network.
With the sending strength method the number of messages is directly related to
the number of nodes present, which also explains the increase in communication.
Furthermore, when node density is higher, more layers have to be sensed by the
nodes, which again increases the number of messages.
5.4 Accuracy and Precision
Accuracy of the estimated positions using any method, also depends on
• Beacon placement
• Maximum signal range
• Number of beacons
The influence of beacon placement is also discussed in [2]. In our simulations
we used 7 different beacon formations2:
• random
Beacons are randomly placed within the environment.
• grid
Beacons are placed in a grid. There are as many rows as there are columns.
Each row is shifted compared to a previous row, which results in triangular
shapes. If
√
β, where β is the number of beacons, is not an integer, all extra
beacons are randomly placed within the environment.
2A graphical representation of the grid formation is given in appendix B. This will be the forma-
tion we will use in almost all cases.
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Number of nodes 100
Number of beacons 10
Maximum sending range 100 meters
Beacon formation grid
Table 5.2: Simulation default values
• squares
This method is the same as the grid, except no shifting between rows occurs.
• triangle
Beacons are placed in one triangular shape.
• circle
Beacons are placed in a circle.
• edges
Beacons are evenly distributed along the edges of the environment.
• corners
Beacons are placed in the corners of the environment.
Whenever there are more nodes than needed to make up the beacon formation, the
extra beacons are randomly placed within the network.
We varied the number of nodes in total, the number of beacons and the max-
imum sending range. For every different situation we simulated with at least 10
different networks. Table 5.4 shows the default values for the various settings in
our simulation. Whenever a value is not specified, the default value is assumed. We
have simulated an enironment of 500 by 500 meters, with no other objects than the
nodes present in the network.
To be able to compare dv-hop and the sending strength algorithms, in both
cases we used the min-max algorithm to calculate a position estimation. We chose
this method instead of lateration or triangulation, because of the need for accurate
distances with these latter methods. Simulation results can be found in figures 5.8,
5.9, 5.10, 5.11. In each case both accuracy and precision are given.
Influence of Formation
In general we can conclude from our simulations that the more regular the nodes
are distributed throughout the network, the better the resulting position estimations
will be, regardless of the method used. In general dv-hop produces better results,
but can also be influenced more by the formation of the beacons.
Using dv-hop, nodes are estimated within the area enclosed by the beacons.
We therefore assumed placing the beacons at the edges would give the best re-
sults. However, beacon proximity is also an important factor with localization and
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Figure 5.8: Influence of beacon formation on position estimation
Figure 5.9: Influence of number of beacons on position estimation
Figure 5.10: Influence of signal strength on position estimation
placing all beacons at the outer edges would result in long distances to some nodes,
providing poor estimations for their location. Since triangles are the most regular of
our formations, spreading them through the network provides the best results. Be-
cause of the regularity of a circle, even this formation performs well. Dv-hop also
provides best precision, although neither dv-hop nor the sending strength method
provide high precision.
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Figure 5.11: Influence of node density on position estimation
Influence of Number of Beacons
Introducing more beacons into the network results in better position estimations.
With both methods we used the same beacon formation, but as can be seen from
figure 5.9 beacon formation has a great influence on the estimations with dv-hop,
since estimates improve enormously when the regularity is improved3. The sending
strength method improves linearly with the addition of beacons.
Figure 5.12: Influence of sending range on position estimation
Influence of Signal Strength
Due to the problems with a large signal strength and the sending strength algo-
rithm, mentioned in the previous section, we only have data for this method up to
a signal strength of 175, after which the error drops to 0 since no information is
available. We also simulated a smaller network with just 50 nodes, results from this
simulation can be found in figure 5.12. This figure shows that accuracy does not
depend on the signal strength.
Dv-hop performs better when using small signal strengths. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the hopcount is used to estimate distances to other nodes. If
the hopsize is small a better estimate can be made. The hopsize is directly related
3If
√
β increases by 1.
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to the signal strength. If the signal strength becomes to small the network splits
into several separate networks with fewer beacons and less accurate estimates.
Influence of Node Density
When increasing node density both methods act differently. Sending strength per-
forms better when node density is low, while dv-hop produces better when node
density is high4. Better results with dv-hop result from more hops used by a mes-
sage to travel from one node to another, providing a better distance estimate. With
sending strength on the other hand, errors in position estimates accumulate. Nodes
neighbouring a beacon can roughly estimate their position during their first iter-
ation. Nodes having no beacons as neighbours need to wait for other nodes to
estimate a position first. The more nodes there are between a node and a beacon
the more positions are based on estimates, thus resulting in larger errors.
Precision shows exactly the opposite effect for the sending strength algorithm.
With this algorithm the error in position estimates converges as the node density
increases. More nodes have roughly the same error in their estimate. Naturally,
with dv-hop precision also improves with increasing node density. Each node is
better able to estimate its position.
5.5 Comparison
On average, dv-hop performs better in terms of accuracy than sending strength and
provides more uniform accuracy. However, should we be able to derive an accu-
rate distance from the signal strength, the need to use min-max would disappear. In
combination with lateration this would provide almost exact position estimations.
Unfortunately this is just wishful thinking and the reality is that distances based on
signal strength are far from perfect. Given nodes with small signal strengths com-
munication with sending strength is considerably lower than with dv-hop. Com-
bining this with low density networks sending strength should probably preferred.
If only a few beacons are present, the communication with dv-hop decreases, while
accuracy is much better than with sending strength.
In short, sending strength should only be used when either signal strength based
distances can be accurate and high accuracy is needed, or when minimization of
communication is of great importance5
4Also the signal strength has to be relatively small for dv-hop to produce better results.
5Provided that nodes are able to adjust their signal strength, as is the case in the Eyes network, or
when signal strength is low by default.
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6
Implementation
In this chapter adjustments to the implementations are presented to be able to use
the methods on the sensor nodes used within the Eyes project. At present, a fully
working Medium Access Control (MAC)-layer is not yet available and as a result
only some tests could be performed. These tests did show that the code used should
be able to perform localization when a MAC-layer is available. The localization
algorithms are implemented to be used as part, or services, of the operating system,
currently being developed for the Eyes nodes.
6.1 Adjustment of methods
Due to the limited memory available on the Eyes nodes, data structures have to
be kept as small as possible. Redundant information should preferably be avoided.
Also dynamic data, although possible, should be avoided because of the tendency
to consume large amounts of memory. For both dv-hop and sending strength we
restricted the number of nodes for which to store data by means of a constant1.
With our simulations, min-max sorted the neighbouring nodes, while leaving the
original data intact. In our Eyes implementation, sorting occured on the original
data, so no data had to be stored twice.
With our simulations receiving a method would block program execution, when-
ever the program resumed we could be certain a message had arrived. Communi-
cation on the Eyes nodes currently is non-blocking. After having called the MAC-
receive function, we point out to the operating system localization should be reac-
tivated in 1 second2. Upon return, the algorithm checks the last byte of the buffer
to match the localization-id byte, if it matches the localization process is restarted,
otherwise another waiting period occurs. A drawback of this method is, that when-
ever the localization algorithm goes to sleep, the operating system has to copy all
1During experiments we set this constant to 4.
2The choice to wait 1 second to be rescheduled was made because at this time a frame in our
MAC takes one second.
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Figure 6.1: Wrong estimate of node order
of its data to flash-memory in order to create memory for other tasks. As a first
implementation we therefore chose not to go to sleep, but to loop while the iden-
tification byte did not match the localization identification. However, this caused
the system to react much slower, since the localization task used a large amount of
processor time. Also energy can be saved by just going to sleep instead of looping.
6.2 Testing
At the time we started to implement our first method, dv-hop, only a simple MAC-
layer was available and even still under development. We tested the localization
task and found that synchronization between nodes failed when more than two
nodes were present in the network. Even when just one node was sending and the
others were listening, synchronization failed.
In order to be able to test dv-hop anyway, we used two nodes, one beacon and
one regular node. Using min-max as positioning method, only one beacon in the
network causes all nodes to estimate their position at exactly the same location as
the beacon. We then altered our dv-hop algorithm slightly, so distances to other
nodes were always equal to each other, thus creating an isotropic network. When
the location of the beacon was received, we disconnected the beacon and repro-
grammed it to another location and connected it to the network again. The regular
node now has two beacons and corresponding distances and can in fact estimate its
location.
Although this testing method is far from perfect, it was the only way in which
we could test the functionality of our methods. The resulting position was equal to
what we would have obtained using the simulator. Communication however was
very different. The number of messages depends on the underlying MAC-layer.
If this layer provides error recovery or reliable message transfer, the number of
messages sent by the localization task is different from the number of messages
actually sent by the node. Due to interference the number of messages needed by
either method is always higher than with simulation. At present the localization
task just starts sending without checking if the network is synchronized, this also
increases the number of messages.
There is another obstacle when using localization with sensor nodes. If two
nodes are too close to each other communication between the two sometimes fails.
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This leads to the situation in which the order of two nodes, seen from a third nodes
perspective, is reversed. This situation is depicted in figure 6.1. The real situation
on is shown on the left, while the situation according to the red node is shown on
the right.
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7
Recommendations and Conclusions
In this last chapter we give some recommendations on further development of lo-
calization methods in ad-hoc sensor networks and draw some conclusions from our
work.
7.1 Recommendations
Although with some networks dv-hop provides relatively accurate location infor-
mation, data provided by other sensors could greatly improve the estimations. Sen-
sors like a compass, receiving signal strength or ultrasound can provide the local-
ization algorithm with additional information.
Also as seen in chapter 5, reducing the maximum sending range improves es-
timations obtained from dv-hop. The Eyes sensor nodes are capable of setting the
sending range. For localization purposes this sending range should be minimized
and slowly increased up to the point were sufficient information can be obtained.
In some cases, where the number of beacons and node density are low, a combi-
nation of both dv-hop and sending strength can be used. In a first iteration dv-hop
provides every node with beacon information and during a second iteration dis-
tances between nodes far away from beacons can be estimated more accurately.
Although we have tested this approach and found it relatively successful in our
simulation environment, this method will still have to prove itself in real imple-
mentations.
7.2 Conclusions
In this document we have given an overview of existing localization algorithms.
Partly based on these existing algorithms, we have developed two localization
schemes using only RF-communication and compared the results of those methods.
Influence of beacon formation, the number of beacons, maximum signal strength
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and node density has been observed. Based on these findings we think localization
with just a radiotransceiver is possible for undemanding applications, that is, if a
rough estimate of the position of a node is needed, dv-hop can be used to pro-
vide this information. Also if sensor nodes are equipped with nothing more than
radiotransceivers our localization methods will at least provide some location infor-
mation. A great improvement can be accomplished when information from other
sensors are taken into account as well.
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A
Acronyms
ABC Assumption Based Coordinates
AOA Angle of Arrival
COTS Commercial of the Shelf
GPS Global Positioning System
IQL Iterative Quality-based Localization
MAC Medium Access Control
RF Radio Frequency
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
WLS Weighed Least Squares
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B
Simulated Network
Figure B shows the grid beacon formation, used in every simulation except for
the beacon formation simulation. If there are more beacons than needed for the
grid,
√
β is not an integer, the extra beacons are placed randomly throughout the
network.
Figure B.1: Grid Beacon Formation
